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Motivation

● The strike zone is the fundamental 
measurement of baseball.

● A measurement is only as good as 
its ruler.

● The umpire is the ruler, not the MLB 
rule book.

● So…how good is that ruler?

Introduction



Introduction

Analytical Outline

3. Explore how that 
model changes 
across subsets of 
the data.

1. Collect data on 
called balls and 
strikes.

2. Use the data to 
model the strike 
zone as it’s actually 
called.



PyBaseball

Data Sources

Baseball SavantRetroSheet

Smart Fantasy Baseball

Data Collection

Match umpires to game

Umpire biographical information

Pitch-by-pitch data

Python library

https://pypi.org/project/pybaseball/
http://www.retrosheet.org
https://www.smartfantasybaseball.com/tools/


Data Collection

Combined Dataframe

x z strikezone(z)top strikezone(z)bottom Umpire Pitcher Pitcher 
handedness Batter Batter handedness

                                                            



Data Collection

Pitch location for 5.3 million called pitches
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Building a Strike Zone Probability Surface: Step 1

Note: Reported pitch location accuracy and precision changes over time with evolution of pitch tracking technology. Modeling



Building a Strike Zone Probability Surface: Step 2

The Useful Kind of Errors

● The number of pitches falling into each grid cell varies.

● The strike percentage in each cell is measured with a different 
level of confidence.

○ Sampling and survey statistics when measuring proportions

● The pitches in the cell vote on the likelihood a new pitch will be a 
ball or a strike. 

● Accounting for measurement errors in the fitting process 
improves results. 

Modeling

a



Height Normalization

Image credit: Houston Chronicle

● Used StatCast reporting of the sztop and 
szbottom for every pitch

● Averaged (mean) values for each defines 
a normalized strike zone height

● Proportionally scaled each pitch location 
relative to this standardized size  

Modeling



Takeaway: Each probability distribution is made up of two sigmoids, curving from the middle of the 
strike zone where the pitch will nearly always be called  a strike to the edge of the strike zone where 

the strike calls are rare.  

Building a Strike Zone Probability Surface: Step 3
The Anatomy of a Strike Zone Sigmoid
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Modeling

Building a Strike Zone Probability Surface: Step 4
The Anatomy of a Strike Zone Sigmoid
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Pitch Data Best Fit Surface

Modeling

Building a Strike Zone Probability Surface: Step 4
The Anatomy of a Strike Zone Sigmoid



Key Benefits of the Method

1. Accounts for sampling errors in the data

2. Well-tuned underlying functional form matches 
the shape of the data

3. The fitting process smooths out noisy data 
using only a handful of free-parameters

Modeling

Takeaway: The results are reliable to smaller 
sample sizes than prior efforts, which opens 

up access to questions about specific 
matchups and changes over time.



The Umpires’ Strike Zone

(P
)
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● The best-fit strike zone for all 
umpires across all seasons in 
the data set is 57.7 cm along 
the horizontal axis and 56.1 cm 
tall.

● The best-fit strike zone is 
shifted 1.6 cm to the left of the 
center of the plate.

Results

(z)



How does the actual strike zone compare to the official MLB strike zone?

Results

● The best-fit strike zone (blue dotted box) 
is 7.1 cm wider than the official strike 
zone (red dashed box).

○ Red dashed box passes through the center of 
a baseball that is tangent to home plate.

● The best-fit strike zone is shifted 1.6 cm 
to the left of the center of the plate.

Validating the Ruler
The Umpires’ Best-Fit Strike Zone Compared to the Official Zone



Left vs. Right-handed Batters

Results

● The best-fit strike zone for right-handed 
batters (green dashed box) and 
left-handed batters (blue dotted box) 
have nearly identical areas

● The right-handed strike zone is centered 
roughly over the plate, while the 
left-handed strike zone is shifted 3.9 cm 
to the outside of the plate 

Validating the Ruler
The Umpires’ Best-Fit Strike Zone Compared to the Official Zone



Results

● [Top] The shift in the strike zone for 
left-handed batters holds true across the 
umpire corps, with the shift measuring 
between 1 and 7 cm off-center.

● [Middle] Centered roughly on zero, the 
histogram shows the area of umpires’ 
strike zones generally does not shift 
between right- and left-handed batters.

● [Bottom] We see a clear difference in the 
aspect ratio, with the lefty strike zone 
taller and narrower than the right-handed 
batters’ zone.

The Lefty Strike
The Presence of the Shift is Uniform across the Umpire Corps



Results

● The lefty-strike is even more 
pronounced when there is a RHP (purple 
dotted rectangle). 

● The magnitude of the strike zone shift 
between left and right-handed batters 
for right-handed pitchers (purple) is 
roughly double the shift for left-handed 
pitchers (green).

The Lefty Strike
The Lefty Shift More Pronounced for Right-Handed Pitchers



Results

Takeaway: The area of the strike zone has 
increased gradually since the 2008 season. 

Takeaway: The strike zone has become 
narrower and taller since the 2008 season. 

Seasonal Shifts



Results

● The strike zone narrowed nearly 14%, from 63 to 
54 cm between the 2008 and 2022 seasons. 

● The left side of the strike zone moved towards 
the plate about 7 cm.

● The upper limit of the strike zone has remained 
relatively consistent across the umpire corps 
since 2008, rising by 2 cm (2%) during that 
period.

● The bottom of the strike zone, however, dropped 
by nearly 9 cm—more than 16%—between 2008 
and 2022.

Seasonal Shifts



Around the League: Umpire Accuracy

Discussion

IoU = 
Area of Intersection

Area of Union

The IoU ratio for the umpire corps ranges from 
0.70 to 0.90, with the majority of umpires 

clustering around the 0.85 mark.

Angel Hernandez

Joe West

Bill Miller

Wally Bell

Carlos Torres



Around the League: Elite Pitchers

Strike Zone Area (cm2)

Strike Zone Aspect Ratio (w/h)

Strike Zone Center Shift (cm)

3,4003,200

0.95 1.10

-5.0 1.0

Discussion



Around the League: Notable Hitters

Discussion

MLB Strike ZoneBest Fit Strike Zone



What’s next?

How can the model help 
us measure a catcher’s 
framing performance? 

What insights emerge 
when we split the data 

2+ ways? Add pitch 
selection? Swing rate? 

How have pitchers and 
batters adjusted to the 
strike zone’s changing 
dimensions over time?

How do MLB’s 2023 rule 
changes affect the 
shape of the strike 

zone?


